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Abstract
Exascale studies project reliability challenges for future HPC systems. We present the Global View Resilience (GVR) system, a library for portable resilience. GVR begins with a subset of the Global Arrays interface, and adds new capabilities
to create versions, name versions, and compute on version data. Applications can focus versioning where and when it is
most productive, and customize for each application structure independently. This control is portable, and its embedding
in application source makes it natural to express and easy to maintain. The ability to name multiple versions and ‘‘partially materialize’’ them efficiently makes ambitious forward-recovery based on ‘‘data slices’’ across versions or data
structures both easy to express and efficient. Using several large applications (OpenMC, preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solver, ddcMD, and Chombo), we evaluate the programming effort to add resilience. The required changes
are small (\ 2% lines of code (LOC)), localized and machine-independent, and perhaps most important, require no software architecture changes. We also measure the overhead of adding GVR versioning and show that overheads \ 2%
are generally achieved. This overhead suggests that GVR can be implemented in large-scale codes and support portable
error recovery with modest investment and runtime impact. Our results are drawn from both IBM BG/Q and Cray
XC30 experiments, demonstrating portability. We also present two case studies of flexible error recovery, illustrating
how GVR can be used for multi-version rollback recovery, and several different forward-recovery schemes. GVR’s
multi-version enables applications to survive latent errors (silent data corruption) with significant detection latency, and
forward recovery can make that recovery extremely efficient. Our results suggest that GVR is scalable, portable, and
efficient. GVR interfaces are flexible, supporting a variety of recovery schemes, and altogether GVR embodies a gentleslope path to tolerate growing error rates in future extreme-scale systems.
Keywords
Resilience, fault-tolerance, exascale, scalable computing, application-based fault tolerance

1 Introduction
With the widely documented end of Dennard scaling
(Borkar and Chien, 2011; Dennard et al., 1974;
Esmaeilzadeh et al., 2011), power is an increasingly critical concern for systems from mobile to supercomputer
scale. As a result, both aggressive voltage scaling and
the physical challenges of deep submicrometer technologies (14 nm, 7 nm, and beyond) give rise to increased
error rates, wearout, and manufacturing variability.
Reliability is already a serious concern in today’s supercomputers at 1 million cores, where system-wide mean
time between failures (MTBF) can be as short as a few
hours (Di Martino et al., 2014; Schroeder and Gibson,
2006; Zheng et al., 2011). With the growing the growing

scale of high performance computers scale (to 1–10 million cores in pre-exascale systems (Antypas et al., 2014)
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(see also https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/summit/), and perhaps 100 million cores in exascale (Peter Kogge, et. al.,
2008)) exacerbates both power and reliability concerns
(Borkar and Chien, 2011; Cappello et al., 2009;
Elnozahy 2009; Peter Kogge, et. al., 2008).
Recent studies of modern supercomputers have
shown failure as the norm rather than the exception,
with system-wide mean time between failures of a few
hours (Schroeder and Gibson, 2006; Zheng et al., 2011).
Future exascale systems are projected to have mean
time to interrupt (MTTI) (Bergman and et al., 2008;
Borkar and Chien, 2011; Ferreira et al., 2011; Moody et
al., 2010) as low as 10–30 minutes. If large-scale applications are to succeed under these circumstances, they
will need strong resilience support. Without it, such
large-scale applications will struggle to make efficient
progress.
A wide array of checkpoint–restart research has
explored techniques to efficiently apply checkpointing
(Daly, 2006; Young, 1974) and improve its performance (Antypas et al., 2014; Bautista-Gomez et al.,
2011; Cappello et al., 2011; Fang and Chien, 2015;
Moody et al., 2010). Notably, recent advances that
exploit high bandwidth non-volatile memories both
reduce checkpoint cost dramatically, and because their
efficiency reduces the optimal checkpoint interval, can
do ‘‘micro-checkpointing’’ (fast checkpointing with
interval of seconds), reducing the work lost per detected
error or process failure. Such checkpointing enables
systems to tolerate high rates of ‘‘fail-stop’’ (immediately detected) errors (Schlichting and Schneider, 1983).
The Global View Resilience (GVR) project seeks to
address a larger class of errors, including not only failstop (immediately detected failures such as an errorcorrecting code (ECC) or checksum detected partial
data loss) or node crash addressed by classical
checkpoint–restart (Hargrove and Duell, 2006), but
also growing concerns about latent errors, or often
called silent data corruption (SDC). Latent errors are
errors which are not detected immediately, but may
eventually manifest themselves as incorrect results,
severe performance degradation, or even application
crash (Fiala and et al., 2012; Shantharam et al., 2011).
Interestingly, shortening the checkpoint interval such
as enabled by recent advanced techniques may increase
the number of latent errors, as the likelihood that the
error propagation to detection (fail-stop) increases as
the checkpoint interval is shortened.
Further, numerous reports document SDC errors as
more frequent than previously believed. For example,
the BlueGene/L system (106,496 nodes) experiences an
L1 cache error (parity error) every 4–6 hours (Moody
et al., 2010). The Cray XT5 at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory experiences an uncorrectable double bit
error on a daily basis (Fiala and et al., 2012). Latent
errors are generally invisible (silent) until the corrupted
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data is used (Lu and Reed, 2004), so detection latency
is generally much longer, and can be heavily algorithmdependent or application-dependent. As shown in previous studies (Fiala and et al., 2012; Shantharam et al.,
2011), the latent errors can create severe application
problems such as incorrect results or extreme performance degradation.
Our approach, GVR, uses versioned, distributed
arrays to enable computational scientists to build portable, resilient applications. Beyond process/node crashes,
GVR also enables resilience for more difficult latent or
silent errors (Lu et al., 2013a).
Key features of GVR include:




multi-version distributed arrays that enable complex and latent error recovery;
multi-stream versioning that gives the programmer
control of when versions are created for an array;
and
unified error signaling and handling, customized
per GVR distributed array, that enable algorithmbased fault-tolerance (ABFT) (Huang and
Abraham, 1984) error-checking and recovery.

We explore use of the GVR library for resilience in
several large applications (OpenMC, preconditioned
conjugate gradient (PCG) solver, ddcMD, and
Chombo) that are collectively nearly 1 million lines of
code. Through this experience, we gain significant
insight into the programmer effort required (code
changes) to adopt version-based resilience and its performance impact. Our experience and resulting resilient
applications show that introducing version-based resilience can often be achieved with small, localized code
changes. These changes are portable (machine-independent) and create a gentle-slope programming path to
tolerate growing error rates in future systems.
Performance is a central concern of highperformance computing, so with the same four applications, we evaluate the overhead of version-based
resilience based on a prototype GVR system GVR
Team (GVR Team, 2014b), reporting overhead results.
These studies involve a range of application types, run
sizes, and machine sizes, and that acceptable overheads
can be achieved.
Finally, we present two studies. To explore the benefit of multi-stream versioning, we conduct a study using
PCG code. We first apply same versioning rate to different data structures and then vary the versioning rate.
We compare the versioning overhead and recovery performance of these configurations. To explore the flexibility of error recovery supported by GVR, we
undertake a case study using the OpenMC code in the
presence of latent errors. We implement and compare
empirically three error recovery techniques, varying
error latency, and show the resulting performance.
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Specific contributions include the following.


A description of the GVR resilience model, including the API for multi-stream, versioned distributed
arrays, and flexible cross-layer error signalling and
recovery.
 Study of adding resilience to applications and
proxy codes (OpenMC, PCG/Trilinos, ddcMD,
and Chombo), and description of the variety of different approaches used and how they reflect GVR’s
flexibility.
– Error Checking: Error checks can rely on hardware,
exploit system software checks, or exploit applicationsemantics, to detect both immediate and silent data
corruption.
– Redundancy: Applications indicate versioning rates
for each distributed array, and can exploit the existing
versions as they see fit for recovery.
– Error recovery: can be achieved by rollback, multiversion restoration by approximation, and other methods forward error recovery (Randell et al., 1978).
 Empirical study of required source code changes to
add resilience; the results show that only modest,
localized code changes (\2 % lines of code (LOC))
are required and no software architecture changes
are required to enable GVR-based application
resilience.
 Performance evaluation that of GVR versioning and
scalability, documenting achievable overheads \2%
even at versioning frequencies higher than needed
for today’s error rates, and with up to 16,000 processes (1000–16,000 varying by application).
 A case study of multi-stream versioning on PCG
solver. The study shows that multi-stream versioning provides control to reduce overhead and flexible choices to achieve efficient recovery.
 A case study of flexible error recovery using GVR
on the OpenMC application. The study illustrates
three different error recovery schemes that can tolerate latent errors: rollback, basic forward, and forward with additional batches. Performance
measurements show that forward error recovery can
give significant benefits when error latency increases.
In short, our results show GVR version-based resilience is a portable and gentle-slope. Further, it enables
flexible application and system error checking and
reporting as well as many different methods for error
recovery. As such, GVR is a promising approach to
scale forward to the higher error rates expected in
extreme-scale hardware.

1.1 Paper organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we describe the GVR model, introducing key

concepts such as distributed arrays, versioning, multistream, and application-controlled flexible error recovery. In Section 3, we describe addition of version-based
resilience to mini-apps and full applications, closing
with a summary of the needed source code changes to
achieve resilience. In Section 3.3, we present performance experiments which explore the runtime costs of
versioning for a range of application sizes, machine
configurations, and error rates. To give deeper insights
into the use of GVR, we present two deep dives that
illustrate multi-stream versioning in preconditioned
conjugate gradient (CG), and design and evaluation of
several different GVR-based resilience techniques in
OpenMC in Section 4. Related work and our results in
context are presented in Section 5. We close in Section
6 with a brief review of our results and highlight several
interesting future research directions.

2 GVR model and APIs
The GVR model enables portable applicationcontrolled resilience. Applications control redundancy
(per data structure), error checking, and recovery
(exploit application semantics) in a portable fashion
with versioned distributed arrays.
GVR’s interface has two parts: one for basic data
access, update, and version creation, and the other for
error signalling and handling. These interfaces further
introduce the concept of multi-stream, multi-version,
and enable flexible recovery.

2.1 The GVR model and interfaces
2.1.1 Global-view array basic interface. GVR distributed
arrays each have a global name, but are distributed
across multiple nodes (Bariuso and Knies, 1994;
Nieplocha et al., 2006; Numrich and Reid, 1998). The
global name supports flexible programming of irregular
applications and, in the context of resilience, eases
recovery programming when the number of physical
resources have changed.
The basic GVR APIs are illustrated in Figure 1, and
we briefly introduce those needed to understand the
program examples. Notable are GVR’s operations to
create, navigate, and otherwise manipulate versions.
GVR’s full API is documented in the GVR API reference (GVR Team, 2014a).




GDS_alloc,GDS_create create a global array from
scratch or by federating existing local memory
regions (collective).
GDS_put,GDS_get block data access to the distributed array.
GDS_acc block accumulate operations against the
global array.

Chien et al.
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Figure 1. Distributed arrays and versioning in GVR.









GDS_compare_and_swap compares single value
with an element of the global array and swaps if
they match.
GDS_fence, GDS_wait are collective and local synchronization operations.
GDS_version_inc advances the version for the given
global array. Collectively marks a computation
boundary where the array data is consistent. GVR
runtime decides if a version is actually created
based on storage, performance, failure-rate
considerations.
GDS_descriptor_clone creates a copy so we navigate
and manipulate several versions at the same time.
GDS_get_version_number returns the version number from a global array descriptor.
GDS_move_to_prev,GDS_move_to_next,GDS_move_to_
newest move the global array descriptor to the next, previous, newest version available.

2.1.2 GVR error handling interface. GVR includes a unified
signalling and error-handling interface that supports
flexible application and cross-layer handling (e.g.
Bridges et al., 2012; Chen, 2013; Huang and Abraham,
1984). When an error occurs, the hardware/system/
application invokes the GVR library, passing an error
descriptor that describes the error.1 GVR allows errors
to be signalled with two different scopes (local and global), and corresponding different error recovery scopes
(local and global). Local error handling involves a single process, and global error handling involves collective action by all the processes sharing the GVR array.
Of course, local errors can be escalated.2
Beyond a unified error-signalling and -handling
structure (see examples in Figures 6 and 18), GVR further incorporates the Open Resilience (OR) interface
(GVR Team, 2014b). The OR interface is designed to
support a resilience ecosystem, where investment in
detailed error signaling and sophisticated error recovery gives incremental benefit to vendors, application

scientists, and middleware developers. The full description of the OR system is beyond the scope of the paper,
but the basic ideas include the following.




An extensible set of error descriptors; each with set
of error attributes (key-value pairs) such as ‘‘corrupted memory address=0xffe0’’ or ‘‘failed process
ranks={24, 25}’’. These attributes are designed to
be composable with other attributes, in order to
allow flexible combination of them.
A predicate language that is used to supply a predicate for the triggering of each error handler. With
this description, the GVR system selects the closest
match, allowing modular refinement of error handling based on incremental addition of error reporting or handling.

Figure 3 shows how the OR interface can be used.
OR allows generalize existing error handler to another
kinds of errors, as shown in the center of the figure,
leading to maximizes the benefit of error handlers. It
also allows applications to add a specialized error handler, without affecting other handlers. For example, if an
application is ported to another platform, it can add a
new error handler to implement a recovery logic which
fully utilizes the knowledge of a new platform. Overall,
OR allows applications to incremental investment
towards more flexible error handling.
A simple example of the OR interface is presented in
Figure 7. Detailed description and evaluation of the
OR interface will be the subject of future work.

2.2 Using GVR to introduce versioning and flexible
recovery
Applications using GVR can take a snapshot of an
individual distributed array at a time of their choosing,
what we call multi-stream versioning, to match redundancy to application structure as needed. Applications
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Figure 2. Unified error signaling and handling in GVR.

Figure 3. Conceptual use cases of the OR interface. Handler 1
handles Error A (L1 cache error). It can be generalized to
handle Error B (main memory error). Handler 2 is a specialized
error handler adapted for another platform to handle both
Error A and Error B.

can select the timing of versions to minimize synchronization cost and maximize recovery value (keep as small
a state as possible for maximum coverage). Versioning
is a convenient idiom, as the versioning rate can be
increased if error rates and types increase, providing a
‘‘gentle slope’’ for resilience. Another application tactic

could be to add error checking and recovery techniques
(also supported by GVR) as errors increase.
Figure 4 compares the traditional checkpoint–restart
approach to GVR’s flexible recovery. As shown on the
left, a checkpoint–restart system maintains a single
checkpoint and, upon error, rolls back to the checkpoint and restarts the program. In comparison, the
GVR system provides a flexible set of options based on
versioned application state.
Each call to version_inc creates a version and increments the current version number.3 Calls to version_inc
control the rate and timing of versioning for a given
array. The key idea here is multi-stream versioning, that
is, versioning can be done individually, at different timings for different arrays, based on each data structure’s
characteristic and resiliency requirement. Multi-stream
versioning allows applications to optimize cost of versioning and provided resilience. For example, a readonly object needs only be preserved once, an object that
is easy to calculate may not need to be preserved at all,
and objects that take up less memory can be efficiently
preserved at a greater frequency than objects that take
up more memory.

Figure 4. Comparison between the classical checkpoint–restart (left) and GVR (right). Checkpoint–restart cannot handle latent
errors while GVR expands the possibilities, enabling Flexible Error Recovery.

Chien et al.
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Figure 5. Illustrating the flexibility of application recovery using GVR.

GDS_move_to_prev and GDS_move_to_next update
an array handle to point to a previous/next version.
For recovery, GVR provides convenient primitives to
name and navigate multiple versions. This differs from
checkpoint–restart systems, where checkpoints have no
application names, nor can you manipulate parts of
several checkpoints simultaneously to aid complex
recovery. When an error is detected (by the system or
perhaps an application consistency check routine), an
error handler is invoked through the GVR unified error
handling interface, with an error descriptor as a parameter. A descriptor is generated by a component which
detects an error.
GVR enables a wide range of recovery options
based on multiple versions, multiple streams (data
structures), and the use of application semantics for
forward error recovery. This wide range is illustrated in
Figure 5. First, a GVR program can conveniently version different data structures at different rates, in several different streams (we call this multi-stream). This
feature enables multi-stream recovery scenario in
Figure 5a. If the error occurs in one data structure, the
program can recover it independently. Second, when
an error occurs, recovery can happen from the most
recent version or from older versions, enabling recovery
from latent/silent errors. Figure 5b shows that error
detection latency results in corrupted versions. The program can still recover from previous good versions.
Traditional checkpoint–restart approach cannot handle
latent errors, because it provides an access only to the
latest checkpoint, which might have already been corrupted by a latent error. If the latest checkpoint is corrupted, the only way to recovery the program is to
restart it from the beginning, which is prohibitively
expensive under high rate of latent errors (Lu et al.,
2013a). Third, instead of a rollback recovery, a GVR

program can choose to do a forward error recovery
(Figure 5c) by computing an approximation from the
current application data and any collection of versions.
For example, if it can be isolated, an error handler
might recover by subtracting/removing the contribution of a corrupted value. This is particularly useful if
there are several good phases of computation after the
corrupted version which could be used (the phases are
commutative) as in OpenMC. Finally, we have intentionally designed the GVR library implementation to
ensure that version data retrieval cost is proportional
to the size of data accessed. This allows applications to
flexibly use many versions for recovery as shown in
Figure 5d (we call this partial materialization of a version). An example of this is shown in Figure 15, in our
OpenMC deep dive.
As we will revisit again in our performance evaluation, key performance aspects of the GVR model
include:
1.
2.

3.

versioning runtime overhead is independent from
the number of existing versions;
data retrieval cost from a version is independent
from the number of existing versions (given that
the data size accessed is fixed); and
data retrieval cost from a version is proportional to
the size of data accessed ( partial materialization).

All four of these capabilities are unique to the GVR
interface: checkpoint–restart provides no support for
multi-stream, naming of versions, flexible version
recovery, or partial materialization in a larger, more
complex recovery. Of course all of these things can be
programmed with traditional checkpoint–restart
approaches, but at significantly greater manual effort
and complexity.
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3 Application studies
In this section we demonstrate real use cases of GVR for
several existing scientific applications. We show that
introducing resilience by GVR requires very small programming effort and almost negligible runtime overhead.

3.1 Applications
We have applied GVR to a set of complex, scientifically useful, large-scale community application codes,
several of which are broadly used by diverse computational communities.






OpenMC (Romano and Forget, 2013) is a production Monte Carlo neutron transport simulation
code. It was originally developed by members of
the Computational Reactor Physics Group at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and now is
used by the DOE CESAR co-design center to
explore scalable nuclear reactor modeling.
Comparing to other Monte Carlo production
codes, such as MCNP (Goorley et al., 2012) and
MC21 (Sutton et al., 2007), OpenMC is designed to
leverage current and future high-performance computing platforms and explore large parallelism.
OpenMC is capable of simulating 3D models based
on constructive solid geometry with second-order
surfaces, which makes possible high-fidelity simulations of nuclear reactors. OpenMC also demonstrate the ability to model large models with
considerable geometric and material complexity.
By using a mapping technique for fast scoring bin
indexing, the implementation of tallies in OpenMC
was shown to be efficient with respect to tallying
large numbers of quantities. Its parallel fission
bank algorithm also allows for parallel scaling up
to tens of thousands of processors.
PCG (Golub and Van Loan, 1996) is an efficient
and widely used method to iteratively solve the linear system Ax = b, where A is a matrix of size
m 3 m, and x and b are vectors of length m where
the value of b is known a priori while the value of x
is unknown. A large number of scientific applications require the solution to this linear system. A
popular approach to this problem are iterative solvers. Iterative solvers approximate x with increasing accuracy at every iteration. Examples of
iterative solvers include stationary methods such as
successive over-relaxation (SOR), and Krylov subspace methods such as CG or generalized minimal
residual method (GMRES). In this study, we focus
on PCG. PCG speeds up the convergence by applying a preconditioner M to A and b and then solving
the equation MAx = Mb (Saad, 1993). The justification behind this procedure is that it may be less
expensive to solve MAx = Mb than to solve Ax = b .





There are a number of different choices for M . We
opt for incomplete Cholesky factorization
(Kershaw, 1978) using an arbitrary drop threshold
of 0.001 (Saad, 1993). In relation to PCG, we will
later refer to the vector p, which records the direction that x is moved in the current iteration; the
vector r, which is principally identical to the residual b  Ax, but is updated in-place for optimization purposes rather than being calculated as
Ax  b in each iteration; and r, which records the
norm of r from the previous iteration.
ddcMD (Glosli. et al., 2007; Streitz et al., 2006) is a
parallel classical molecular dynamics application
developed by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. It is highly scalable and efficient. It
has twice won the Gordon Bell prize for highperformance computing (Glosli. et al., 2007; Streitz
et al., 2005). On BlueGene/L, ddcMD was used to
demonstrate application assisted fault tolerance
when BlueGene/L was discovered to have fatal L1
cache errors. The L1 cache on BG/L can detect,
but not correct parity errors due to bit flips. On a
system with over 200,000 cores L1 parity errors
occur roughly every 5 hours. Therefore, ddcMD
exploits a checkpoint/rollback scheme and utilizes
application-level error recovery strategy. It periodically takes a fast checkpointing of the full computation state in memory. When an unrecoverable
parity error is detected, the error handler sets an
application-level global flag. The application continues execution until it reaches a designated rally
point, when all tasks check the error flag, discard
current results, and restore to the previous backup
state. We replicate and extend the fault tolerance of
ddcMD by using GVR (Fang and Chien, 2014).
Chombo (Colella et al., 2009) is a library that
implements block-structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) technique (Berger and Colella, 1989;
Berger and Oliger, 1984) to efficiently achieve
higher resolution in regions of interest. Chombo
defines patches of uniform resolution and embeds
them within other patches of lower resolution. This
is useful when available resources do not permit a
simulation with uniformly high resolution that is
demanded by some regions in the domain. All
patches with the same resolution are grouped into a
level, but distributed arbitrarily in the physical
space. Thus a level can be viewed either as a logical
entity (same resolution) or a physical entity (union
of all patches at the same resolution). Depending
upon the scientific domain and the specific application the AMR hierarchy can get very deep. The
solution advances with the same timestep everywhere on a given level, though it might differ from
all other levels. Similarly load distribution and
regridding are also managed on individual levels.

Chien et al.

In the following, we explore how each of these applications were enhanced for resilience with GVR.

3.2 How applications use GVR
We studied our four applications, using GVR to
explore the programming effort, models of adding resilience, and performance impact of versioning. We
quickly learned that there are two ways to integrate
GVR version-based resilience.
1.
2.

Deep: Federate primary application data structures
as a GVR distributed array.
Shallow: add a new distributed array and copy
application data into it for versioning.

Amongst our four applications, OpenMC used deep
integration and ddcMD, PCG, and Chombo use the
shallow model. In general, we expect that many GVR
adopters would begin with shallow integration, and
then if memory pressure is a significant concern, proceed to deep integration (eliminates one copy). Below,
we discuss how GVR was added to each of the four
applications in turn.
3.2.1 OpenMC. Among several in-memory data structures in OpenMC, we introduced a distributed array to
represent the tally data. The tally data is the essential
computation structure where the results of the Monte
Carlo samples are collected. Thus, it is the natural place
to introduce versioning. In the original version of
OpenMC, tally data was represented as a set of local
buffers, one in each process. This limited the simulation
scaling, as each process maintained a tally array sized
for the entire application in its memory. By introducing
the distributed array using GVR, OpenMC can take
advantage of globally shared data and gain scalability
(Dun et al., 2014). Tally data is region-based and accumulated (i.e. fetch-and-add) data, where the region, or
tally region, is the volume over which the tallies should
be integrated. The size of total tally data is directly proportional to the number of physical quantities to be tallied and the number of tally regions. In a realistic
reactor simulation, that tally size could reach terabytes.
Tally is a write (acc)-only data structure; read (get)
never happens during simulation. During the simulation, OpenMC simulates a batch, a set of particles.
When it completes simulation of one batch, it creates a
version, then proceeds to the next batch.
3.2.2 PCG. We make PCG resilient by periodically taking snapshots of critical variables and restoring these
variables if PCG fails checks for algorithm-specific
invariants (Chen, 2013). Our implementation of PCG is
built on top of Trilinos (Heroux et al., 2005). The
Trilinos project is a C++ library that provides
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scalable primitives for linear algebra operations, linear
and nonlinear solvers, and other useful scientific computing algorithms. In this study, we utilized Trilinos’
linear algebra primitives in order to implement a PCG
solver. We take advantage of the abstraction that
Trilinos offers by building GVR-provided resilience
into linear algebra primitives rather than requiring the
application developer to interact with GVR directly.
We decorated Trilinos vector objects with methods to
snapshot (take a version) and restore state on demand
with GVR (Rubenstein et al., 2013). These methods
were then used in conjunction with applicationdirected error detection in order to find errors and
restore to a previous application state as appropriate.
GVR enabled convenient expression of applicationlevel error checks connected to application-driven
recovery.
Our experiments with the PCG solver show that the
choice of detection methods make a good deal of difference when correcting errors in PCG (Rubenstein et al.,
2013). Inexpensive methods based on monitoring the
norm residual and more expensive, algorithm-aware
methods that performed extra linear algebra operations
to verify PCG-specific invariants were implemented and
explored empirically.
3.2.3 ddcMD. The ddcMD code includes in-memory
snapshot, as well as a trap handler to capture the L1
cache parity error. When applying GVR we exploited
the snapshot and restore handler with minor code
changes. As shown in Figure 6, the GVR-enhanced version has similar structure, but cleanly separates the
error-handling code. The GVR version protects the
essential data in ddcMD such as positions, velocities in
global arrays by creating versions (see the left-hand side
of Figure 6). Furthermore, the original error handler is
transformed into a GVR-style error handler utilizing
the unified error signaling interface of GVR. With
GVR extended error signaling and handling, we generalize the original error handler that was designed only
for L1 cache errors, to many other kinds of errors such
as main memory errors and application-detected data
corruptions.
Errors identified by the error detectors trigger the
GVR library to identify the right error handler (with
application help). As shown in the code, types of error
detectors include hardware detection to middleware to
application-semantic checks. An example applicationlevel check uses energy conservation in the simulation
(‘‘total energy change threshold’’), to identify errors.
Specifically, in ddcMD, typically the total energy shows
minor changes (i.e. 1 3 106 ) between time steps.
Larger changes (i.e. 1 3 102 ) in total energy generally
indicate an error. Fallible detectors such as this can be
combined with recomputation to increase error coverage at some overhead.
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Figure 6. ddcMD error checking, signaling, and recovery using GVR.

Figure 7. App-level data versioning and several recoveries in Chombo, enabled by GVR.

3.2.4 Chombo. For Chombo we introduced one array
per level, plus one additional array for storing global
metadata information. Figure 7 illustrates how GVR is
applied to Chombo. We exploited a part of the existing

HDF5-based checkpoint–restart functionality in
Chombo for state preservation and restoration. In the
figure, we demonstrate the power of the OR interface.
Two error handlers with different recovery strategies
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Table 1. Summary of target applications and their GVR usage.
Application

Percentage
changed

Application
lines of code

Leverage global view

Change software
architecture

OpenMC
PCG/Trilinos
ddcMD
Chombo

\2%
\1%
\0:3%
\1%

30,000
300,000
110,000
500,000

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

are presented. They are registered to the system at the
same time, and GVR invokes the most appropriate
handler upon error. The first error handler performs
full rollback of the data structure. This handler is registered for errors which contains lost data range as error
attributes. This handler can handle two kinds of errors,
process failures and data loss errors, as both errors
contain lost data range. This is an example of generalization of error handlers. It is possible to use another
kind of error handler which exploits the idea of forward error correction. In AMR, finer-level data has its
counterpart in coarser level, so if data is corrupted in
finer level it can be approximated using values in coarser level (Dubey et al., 2013). However, since the resulting values are not exact, caution must be exercised to
ensure that the approximated values are within acceptable error bounds. It is not yet clear whether in
Chombo’s context which of the two kind of error handlers is more suitable for small data corruption since we
have not yet implemented the forward error correction
handler. In the example, the forward error correction
handler is associated with small data corruption, so if
the size of corruption is small, this handler is called.
Otherwise (if the size is bigger), the first handler will be
invoked for full rollback.
Across all four applications, our experience is that
modest source code changes are sufficient to add GVR
resilience to an application. Further, these changes are
localized to a small part of the program, requiring no
software architecture change, and are portable
(machine-independent, involving only array manipulation at the level of the GVR interface). Table 1 documents these results quantitatively, with overall results
of typically less than 1% code change. Even for
OpenMC, which incorporates the global view model in
the code deeply, the code changes were still below 2%.
In all four applications, we found the global view for
state preservation and recovery to be a powerful tool to
understand how to identify errors and select appropriate recovery strategies. And the basic infrastructure for
versioned arrays added to each appears to be a sufficient platform to scale forward to the high error rates
anticipated in extreme-scale systems. In short, we conclude that GVR enables gentle-slope migration to
higher resilience for existing scalable scientific
applications.

3.3 Performance experiments
We explore the runtime overhead of adding GVR to an
application by measuring execution time for several
applications, varying versioning frequency and comparing with a base case. Specifically, we first run native
applications with no modifications made to the original
application codes and use that runtime as the baseline.4. Second we run applications linked with GVR
library, but without any GVR operations (no puts,
gets, or version_inc’s). In runtime, GVR launches a server thread (called target server thread) per process
which is used to implement collective operations such
as allocation. This measurement isolates the target server thread overhead. Finally we measure the runtime of
GVR versioning applications, which create versions of
global arrays at varied frequencies. We choose versioning frequencies of every 30 minutes, 15 minutes, and 5
minutes (which leads to take 1 version, 2 versions, and
6 versions respectively in our experiments of a 30-minute run), successively increasing the versioning overhead. These times correspond to much shorter periods
than would be used on today’s systems and current
MTTIs. The shortest of these periods (5 minutes) correspond to predicted MTTIs on extreme resilience scenarios for future exascale systems. We then compare the
performance of each configuration and characterize the
overhead of GVR versioning.
We configured each application run in the following
ways.





OpenMC: This uses PWR Performance Benchmark
(Hoogenboom et al., 2011) with a total of 8,352,100
tally bins.
PCG: This uses a sparse matrix generated according to HPCG benchmark (Heroux et al., 2013) of
105 million 3 105 million with 26 non-zero values
per row. Each of the 16 processes has a
820, 000 3 820, 000 sub-matrix. The data size of per
sub-matrix, thus per process, is approximately 256
MB.
ddcMD: The simulation is a system of 500 (Ta)
atoms per process. Atom interaction is modeled
with EAM potentials. The simulation runs for
about 130,000 to 140,000 time steps.
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Chombo: We use a 3D gas-dynamics example
reflecting a shockwave along a ramp (Colella, 1990).
It uses purely explicit hyperbolic solve with space
and time refinement, where AMR hierarchy has
four levels and the refinement ratio is two.
Refinement in time implies that for every time step
dt taken by a coarse level, the next fine level takes n
timesteps of size dt=n where n is the refinement
ratio. The coarsest level has 128 3 32 3 128,
128 3 64 3 128, 128 3 128 3 128, 128 3 128 3 256
cells for 1024, 2048, 4096, and 8192 process run,
respectively.

3.3.1 Hardware platforms. GVR is a portable system, as
are many of the applications. So we performed experiments on the Mira Blue Gene/Q system at Argonne (see
http://www.alcf.anl.gov/mira), the Edison Cray XC30
system at NERSC (see http://www.nersc.gov/users/
computational-systems/edison/), and the UChicago
Midway Linux cluster (see https://rcc.uchicago.edu/).
We report ddcMD, PCG, and OpenMC measurements
for the Midway cluster (284 nodes, dual 8-core Intel 2.6
GHz Xeon E5-2670, 32 GB). For Chombo, we report
Edison measurements (5576 nodes, dual 12-core Intel
IvyBridge 2.4 GHz, 64 GB) connected by Cray Aries
with Dragonfly topology.
3.3.2 Results and discussion. Figure 8 shows the runtime
(single run) of the applications in each configuration.
The versioning overhead is less than 2% in all cases
except the ddcMD run with 512 processes and versioning every 5 minutes. Specifically, for versioning every 30
minutes, which is a reasonable frequency under today’s
failure rates, the overhead is less than 1% for all applications. We also observe some negative overheads for
ddcMD and PCG solver, which we conjecture may
result from the unstable network of the cluster. The
results also show that GVR scales at least up to 8000
processes. Figure 9 summarizes the versioning overheads in different applications.
Overall, the results indicate that adding GVR versioning incurs low overhead that can be managed by
the application, which data, how frequently, to provide
appropriate coverage, and thereby GVR provides a
gentle-slope for application resilience.

4 GVR deep dives: multi-stream and
forward error correction
4.1 Multi-stream in PCG linear system solvers
In this section, we use a deep-dive with the PCG solver
to illustrate how multi-stream control of versioning
enables tailoring of resilience to an application.
Specifically, we show how the flexible control can be

used to reduce application overhead both for versioning and recovery. We apply GVR multi-stream versioning to the sparse matrix (A), direction vector (p), and
solution vector (x) as depicted in Figure 10, a notional
example of different versioning intervals for each data
structure. We vary these intervals in the experiments
that follow. Versioning of all of these structures are
done through the enhanced Trilinos vector and matrix
classes as described in Section 3.2.
4.1.1 Experiments. We first explore how multi-stream
versioning can be used to control and reduce the overhead of versioning in error-free PCG, varying versioning and versioning rate (see Figures 11 and 12). We run
PCG with single process on the UChicago Midway
cluster. Experiments use bcsstk18 from the University
of Florida sparse matrix collection (Davis and Hu,
2011), a large symmetric and positive definite matrix.
bcsstk18 is 11, 948 3 11, 948 matrix with 149,090 nonzeros. We run experiments with a convergence threshold of 0.001, leading to convergence in 739 iterations.
All results are the average of five runs to reduce variation and measurement error. Starting with ‘‘full versioning’’ of all three structures every iteration (red bar),
we consider eliminating versioning of first one (blue
bars) and then two (green bars) of the structures.
Eliminating versioning can reduce overhead dramatically, and reducing A’s versioning gives the greatest
benefit because it is largest.
Next we compare versioning all three structures in
PCG to only one structure (see Figure 12), and vary the
versioning rates. Eliminating versioning can reduce overhead dramatically, and at frequent versioning. But as
the versioning frequency decreases (interval increases),
the overall versioning overhead becomes quite small.
To achieve resilience with the best overall performance, the versioning overhead must be balanced
against the cost of recovery. We illustrate how GVR’s
multi-stream versioning control can be used to optimize
across these two often opposing considerations. In our
experiment, we consider a single error injection at an
arbitrary iteration, number 139, and inject a large bitflip error (Elliott et al., 2013; Shantharam et al., 2011).
We assume the error is detected immediately (end of
the iteration). We consider error injection in the p vector and x vector in turn, but not the A matrix. The
matrix A is versioned exactly once at the beginning of
execution. We use tA , t p and tx to represent the versioning interval of A, p and x .
First, we compare the error-free execution to
version-based recovery (see Figure 13). These three
experiments all version A only once, p every 100 iterations and x every 10 iterations, that is, t p = 100 and
tx = 10 (the recovery baseline). Our recovery procedure
restores the most recent version of the direction ( p )
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Figure 8. Versioning performance impact adding resilience using GVR.
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Versioning per 30m

Versioning per 15m
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Run time (vs. Native)
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OpenMC

PCG Solver

ddcMD

Chombo

Figure 9. Summary of versioning overhead.

Figure 10. Example of multi-stream versioning: A, x, and p intervals are under programmer control.

Figure 11. Selectively versioning A, p and x : all, omit one, omit two. Results are normalized to versioning all (A, p, x).
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Figure 12. Versioning of A, p and x and omit two versus versioning interval. Results are normalized to versioning A, p, x at every
iteration.

Figure 13. Runtime with error recovery. Varied error location, and with versioning intervals t p = 100, and t x = 10 . Results are
normalized to the error-free case.

and solution ( x ) vectors. In our experiments, the residual and residual norm vectors are never corrupted.
Figure 13 shows empirically that the cost of error
recovery can be high, increasing runtime by up to 12 3
over the error-free runtime. The principal cause for
increased runtime in our experiments is a large increase
in the number of iterations from 739 to 8677. This
increase is a product of error propagation into other
solver state. The compute cost per iteration varies only
slightly with versioning interval.

Next, we vary the versioning intervals for p and x to
find the best intervals for each that maximize performance in the presence of errors and recovery. As shown
in Figure 14(a) and (b), varying the versioning interval
for x has a modest impact on the overall runtime while
varying that for p has a much larger effect (over 10fold). In fact, changing the versioning interval for x
cannot reduce overall overhead and recovery cost to a
useful range. However, the right choice of versioning
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Figure 14. Comparison of runtime with recovery by varying versioning intervals t p and t x . Error is injected at iteration 139. The
red line represents runtime of the error-free case. Execution times normalized to a recovery baseline with versioning intervals
t p = 100 and t x = 10 .

interval for p can, achieving only 3% overhead for the
best interval of two iterations.
Overall, these results in PCG show that multi-stream
versioning control can (1) provide control to separately
reduce overhead per-data structure, and (2) provide
flexible choice of versioning intervals to achieve efficient recovery. In the best cases, the tuned multi-stream
versioned recovery can approach within 3% of the
error-free case.

4.2 Forward error correction in OpenMC
Monte Carlo methods have shown a number of potential advantages over conventional deterministic methods in carrying out nuclear reactor core simulations
(Martin, 2012; Siegel et al., 2013): the capability of
simulating arbitrary geometrical and physics complexity, no approximation for neutron energy dependence,
and inherent extreme parallelism for modern HPC
architectures. OpenMC (Romano and Forget, 2013), a
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Table 2. Data reliability in OpenMC.
Datastructure

Property

Management

Recovery

Geometry
Cross section
Tally data

Read-only
Read-only
Accumulate

Caching
Caching
Versioning

Reread from non-volatile storage
Recompute from cached good data
Forward error correction

production Monte Carlo neutron transport code, is
capable of simulating 3D models based on constructive
solid geometry with second-order surfaces. The application is written in FORTRAN, with support for a
hybrid MPI/OpenMP parallelism.
However, there are still two major challenges that
prevent Monte Carlo methods from being a realistic
choice for full-core simulation. One is the enormous
computational effort required to achieve acceptable statistics and source convergence, and the other is excessive demand of memory due to the large cross-section
and tally data (Martin, 2012). Current tally accumulation approaches include either simple data replication
(as in native OpenMC), or are based on applicationcontrolled decomposition such as domain decomposition (Horelik et al., 2014) or client/server model-based
data decomposition (Romano et al., 2013), which are
limited by either memory cost, programmability, load
imbalance, or performance loss. Accordingly, effective
algorithms and implementations of Monte Carlo simulation are still required as a matter of urgency to enable
scientists to harness the power of current and future
exascale systems to conduct full-scale simulation.
During a simulation, there are three categories of
data need to be stored in memory.





Geometry: Geometry in Monte Carlo simulation is
non-mesh based, read-only data and can be represented using constructive solid geometry.
Interaction cross sections: The random events of
each particle are determined by experimentally premeasured probability distributions, i.e. cross sections.
The cross section is also read-only data and accessed
randomly by each process during the simulation.
Tallies: Tally data is region-based and accumulated
(i.e. fetch-and-add) data, where the region, or tally
region, is the volume over which the tallies should
be integrated. The size of total tally data is directly
proportional to the number of physical quantities
to be tallied and the number of tally regions. In a
realistic reactor simulation, that tally could reach
terabytes size of data. Unlike geometry and cross
sections, tally is only output data and not required
for particles simulation; it is possible to process tally
data in an asynchronous way.

4.2.1 Forward error correction. The reliability of OpenMC
data structures are categorized as shown in Table 2.

Algorithm 1 Comparison of local accumulation, global view, and
tally server algorithms
Global view: Create global arrays for tallies
for i
1 to M do
for j
1 to N=p do
while Particle j is alive do
Process next event
if Event satisfies filter criteria then
for all Scoring functions do
Calculate score
Accumulate score to global view array
end for
end if
end while
end for
Flush outstanding accumulate operations
end for
Write tally results to state point file

Cross-section and geometry data are stored on low-level, read-only, and is replicated over nodes. Therefore,
they can be recovered simply by rereading from storage
or other nearby nodes with replicas. It is also possible
to recompute cross-section data from cached good
data.
Data versioning is applied to tally data. At the end
of each batch simulation (e.g. batch i ), tally data can
be snapshotted as a version Ti . Thus, we have a history
of tally data T1 . . . Tn . Since the tally scoring is Monte
Carlo accumulation only, if one latent error is detected
at the latest batch n but this error occurred in batch i,
then we are able to correct the contaminated Tn to the
correct Tn9 by removing the contribution, i.e.
dT = Ti  Ti1 , caused by this latent error:
Tn9 = Tn  (Ti  Ti1 )

ð1Þ

This forward error correction especially allows the
application to recover from latent errors without rolling back to a previous state and conserving the effort
in contaminated but correctable computation (Randell
et al., 1978). For example, if using checkpointing/
restart, the computation needs to roll back to batch
i  1 with Ti1 and compute from batch i to batch n
again. Figure 15 illustrates this scheme.
4.2.2 Tally implementation. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of applying global arrays approach in
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Figure 15. Illustration of forward error recovery in OpenMC.

Figure 16. Illustration of global view implementation of tally data, using block distribution.

OpenMC. During initialization, each user-defined tally
is allocated separately as a global array. In particle
tracking routines, the only modification is to replace
the original tally scoring function with GVR array
accumulation calls when a scoring event occurs. When
a batch of particles simulation finishes, the variances of
tally score bins can be calculated by referencing corresponding tally array.
In native OpenMC implementation, one tally array
consists of all tally bins/values corresponding to a specific tally (e.g. type of nuclides), which is represented as
a 2D array indexed by filter bin index and score bin
index. In global view implementation, as shown in
Figure 16, we use a 1D GVR array to implement the
original 2D array, where the mapping from 2D index
to 1D global index is straightforward. Since the tally is
accumulated into random bins during the simulation
and thus data layout does not help access locality, we
simply use block distribution to partition the array
evenly on processes.
Using global view array naturally expresses the
particle-base parallelism in OpenMC thus significantly
enhances the programmability. Integrating GVR arrays
requires fairly small changes (less than 1% LOC) of
OpenMC code. Figure 17 shows the actual code
changes required by using GVR library.
As shown on the right of Figure18 the application
programmer would typically define an error recovery

function to handle a class of errors and register it. The
error can be recovered by forward correction approach
or rollback fully, depending on the properties of errors.
Through GVR, applications can utilize the OR interface for error signaling and handling. Figure 18 shows
the GVR unified dispatch code, by using OR interface.
An error handler do_recovery is newly introduced
and registered to an array. The error handler is also
associated with error matching predicates, to express
what kind of errors can be handled by this handler. By
registering an error handler through the OR interface,
the handler can receive all error signals from any kind
of sources such as hardware, operating system, runtime
libraries, or the application itself, as long as the error
consists of a set of error attributes which satisfies the
pre-registered predicate.

4.2.3 Experiments. Figure 19 shows results up to 16,384
processes of GVR-enabled OpenMC with 2.4 TB array
size on 1366 nodes of Edison Cray XC30 system (weak
scaling). At maximum size, OpenMC with GVR
achieves 85% efficiency for 16,384 processes with 1024
processes as the baseline.
To illustrate how forward error correction can help
OpenMC efficiently recover from latent errors, we compare the recovery efficiencies of using following three
error recovery approaches.
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Figure 17. Code snippet of tally allocation and accumulation.

Table 3. System parameters for flexible recovery efficiency study.

Nodes (N)
Node FIT (a)
Versioning overhead (d)
Versioning interval (t)







Higher error rate

Lower error rate

1024
36,621
0.3 seconds
250 seconds

1024
8610
0.3 seconds
500 seconds

Rollback/restart: the application rolls back to a previous version/snapshot of tally data right before the
error occurred, and compute all batches again. For
example, some errors occurred in batch i and there
is a version of good tally data at batch i, but the
detection of errors are delayed until batch i + k,
then the application calls GDS_move_to_prev() to
checkout the good version and redo k batches.
Forward error correction with additional batches:
the application uses the forward error correction
described in Section 4.2.1 to remove the contribution between to consecutive versions that enclose
the error, then redo all the contaminated batches
between these two consecutive versions. For example, similar as above, some errors occurred at batch
i but detected at batch i + k . If there is a version at
batch i + l ( l\k ), then the d is computed by using
version i + l and version i and removed from current version. Finally, l batches are re-run to compensate lost accumulation.
Forward error correction: this approach is the same
as above but without re-running l batches to compensate. Instead, the application can decide how to
deal with error-removed data: to compensate it or
simply tolerate it. This approach is useful if the
detector can indicate specific error locations while
the errors are significant but it is sufficient to

remove errors without re-run additional batches.
For example, whether to re-run additional batches
or not can be determined by statistical convergence
criteria.
To exploring the impact of failure rate and detection
latency on recovery efficiency, we use the failure model
proposed by Snir et al. (2014) to manually inject errors
and set versioning interval and detection latency.
Specifically,
theﬃ optimal versioning interval t is calcupﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lated by 2dM (Young, 1974), where d is the time to
take a version and M is the MTBF that can be derived
from empirical node FIT values. Table 3 documents
the experiment parameters.
As shown in Figure 20, using forward error correction achieves better recovery efficiency as error detection latency increases. Because rollback discards all of
the computation since error occurrence, the loss for
each error is proportional to the detection latency since
it has to rollback to the version before the error happened. Note that this may be better than checkpoint
restart, which will fail if the error detection latency
exceeds the detection latency. In contrast, forward correction is able to conduct the in-place compensation
for current version of data with optional additional
batches, saving much of the intervening computation.
Note that in Figure 20a, since the versioning interval is
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Figure 18. Expandable GVR error signalling and handling in OpenMC.

Figure 19. Scalability of OpenMC using GVR.

taken every 5 batches, the number of additional rerun
batches (i.e. blue bars) is always 5 for 15, 30, and 45
detection latency. With 10-batch versioning interval, as

shown in Figure 20b the number of re-run batches is 5
for 15 and 45 detection latency, and 10 for 30 detection
latency.
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Figure 20. OpenMC runtime for 50 batches with varied error recovery (1000 processes, 8 GB tallies).

5 Discussion and related work
For decades, checkpoint–restart has been the mainstay
of reliability in high-performance computing, and a
wealth of research in appropriate checkpoint frequencies (Daly, 2006; Young, 1974), data compression
(Hargrove and Duell, 2006; Hogan et al., 2012;
Lakshminarasimhan et al., 2013), and recently efficient
exploitation of non-volatile storage as in SCR and FTI
(Bautista-Gomez et al., 2011; Moody et al., 2010) has
steadily increased its efficiency.

GVR’s global arrays trace their heritage to PGASstyle libraries and languages such as Global Arrays
(GA) (Nieplocha et al., 2006), UPC (Carlson et al.,
1999), Co-Array Fortran (Numrich and Reid, 1998),
X10 (Charles et al., 2005), and Chapel (Chamberlain et
al., 2007). GVR programmers access arrays with APIs
that are derived from the Global Array library
(Nieplocha et al., 2006), extending them with new operations that to create versions of each distributed array,
names for each version, and navigation amongst versions for an array. In contrast, checkpoint–restart
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approaches typically maintain only a single checkpoint,
so they can be used to recover from errors detected
immediately (checkpoints are uncorrupted). In contrast, GVR versions can be used to recover from latent
errors (Aupy et al., 2013; Hogan et al., 2012), and
to do so effectively in the face of high error rates
(Lu et al., 2013b).
While applications using checkpoint–restart can control the checkpoint rate, that is a single knob for the
entire application. GVR provides per-data structure
redundancy, with application control of when versions
can be created, so each array’s redundancy can be tuned
to match application need.5
Finally, GVR empowers applications to use the full
complement of versions captured for each array to do
sophisticated application data recovery. In checkpoint–
restart systems that lack the ability to name multiple
checkpoints, partially materialize them, and manipulate
them conveniently, any such flexible recovery is difficult. For example, SCR (Moody et al., 2010) and FTI
(Bautista-Gomez et al., 2011) preserve multiple checkpoints internally, they provide a way for applications
to name and manipulate multiple versions. To these,
GVR adds flexible version labels, navigation, and flexible read access to arbitrary parts of versions to support
a wide range of latent error recovery and forward error
recovery.
While a relatively new concept in high-performance
fault resilience, multi-version concepts have been
explored in other concurrent systems including database views (sometimes called snapshot views), timestamped values for a key in Google’s BigTable (Chang
et al., 2006) and Apple’s Time machine (see http://
www.apple.com/osx/apps/#timemachine), and a variety
of research snapshot extensions of Linux filesystems
(Konishi et al., 2006; Rodeh et al., 2013).
Several research planning reports have advocated
cross-layer resilience (DeHon et al., 2011) to both
increase the number of recoverable errors and make
recovery efficient. However, existing examples of crosslayer error recovery (Bridges et al., 2012; Glosli. et al.,
2007) are ‘‘stovepipes’’, with a one-to-one mapping of
error handler and error event. GVR’s approach here
has two novelties: associating error handling with data
(distributed arrays) and flexibly associating handlers
and errors. GVR’s OR uses pattern matching to flexibly pair error handlers and error events. And by doing
so, to increase the return on investment for both error
signallers and handlers. An early unified error signaling
interface can be found in CIFTS (Gupta et al., 2009),
but that work is currently inactive. Checkpoint/restart
also provides no means to any form of extensible error
checking or flexible recovery.
The wealth of work on application-specific techniques such as approximate execution (Carbin et al.,
2013; Misailovic et al., 2014; Sampson et al., 2011) and

fault-tolerant algorithms (Bronevetsky and de Supinski,
2008; Hari et al., 2012; Heroux, 2014) (such as ABFT)
can enable efficient error detection and recovery. This
work complements our research on GVR, and we hope
that not only these published approaches, but many
more will be implemented atop GVR. As described in
Section 2, it is our goal to support both the application
error checking and recovery aspects of these applications with GVR.
Other reliability techniques such as replicated
(Lidman et al., 2012; Lyons and Vanderkulk, 1962)
have been proposed, and evaluated at scale. There are
situations where they can be appropriate, but they
often incur high overhead during failure-free execution,
and have a limited set of options on the range of error
rate and cost. GVR enables flexible balance of error
coverage and overhead.

6 Summary and future work
We presented GVR, a library that enables the construction of portable, resilient applications. By adding GVR
calls to capture key data structures, one can implement
resilience that is matched to the data structure needs,
and then tune coverage to match to increasing error
rates. Programming experience with GVR shows that it
can be added to large applications with little effort
(\2% code changes), and support both rollback recovery and a broad range of multi-version and forward
recovery approaches that may be important for future
extreme-scale systems. Adding GVR versioning to an
application is low cost ( \2 % runtime) at today’s
error rates. The PCG solver case study shows that
multi-stream versioning can provide per-data structure
control to reduce overhead and enable flexibility to
achieve efficient recovery. While we have shown only
one example of multi-stream versioning, there are many
possible uses. For example, in a multi-physics simulation where different model variables (e.g. velocity, temperature, density) evolve at different time scales.
Varying the versioning rate as the computational modeling rate is varied may be appropriate. Besides many
application have immutable table data (e.g. crosssection data for neutronics). In such cases, immutable
data can be versioned only once with other versioned
appropriately for resilience. Our experiments with flexible forward error correction demonstrate that large
performance gains are possible compared with rollback
restart schemes when latent errors occur. Future directions include incorporating GVR into high-level programming models and tools, such the X-stack program
research
(see
https://xstackwiki.modelado.org/
Extreme_Scale_Software_Stack) and deeper exploration of the opportunities presented by a resilience ecosystem as posited by OR. In addition, techniques to
further optimize version implementation, including
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efficient differences, compression, and exploitation of
NVRAM are all promising directions.
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Notes
1 Error detection is a rich and long-standing research area.
GVR enables errors from all layers of the system, including application, system software, and hardware to be signalled, and handled through its unified error-handling
interface.
2 Specific error-handling strategies can be defined for a system, or specific to an application. We give several examples later, but the general question of error handling
strategy is left to the application.
3 The increment can be specified by the user, and if desired a
version label can be applied.
4 Note that the native version of OpenMC did not scale
beyond 64 nodes for the data set we use due to a design
limitation of the tally data structure. So instead we compare with the GVR base version for OpenMC.
5 While application programmers could implement this
manually using some application-based checkpointing
techniques, GVR provide direct naming and API support
for this.
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